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1. Introduction
Based on the type of speech used, speech recognition has classi-
fied into isolated word recognition,connected word recognition,
continuous speech recognition, spontaneous speech recognition
[1]. The objective of this paper is to review the challenges in
modeling a system used for labelling the acoustic speech vec-
tors for continous and spontaneous speech recognitions. Se-
quencing and labelling is a major challenge for the speech
recognition systems. The goal of automatic speech recogni-
tion (ASR) systems is to recognize and understand the speech
as human does. ASR systems generally has two stages - fea-
ture extraction, classification. This paper mainly discuss the
challenges faced during classification of continuous speech and
methods used in segmentation and labelling of the speech vec-
tors to overcome the challenges over a period of time. Section
2 discusses about key challenges and how they are solved till
now. In section 3, discussion of the challenges which still ex-
ists.In section 4, probable solution for existing challenges.

2. Literature Survey
In this section, the structure and the performance of few state-
of-art models for recognizing speech from 1970 till now. The
Dragon system was developed at Carnegie-Mellon University
[2] which is one of the state-of-art model for connected word
recognition.This model has two stages of speech processing -
one extracting the acoustic information from the signal and the
other extracting already known facts from different knowledge
sources (such as syntactic, semantic of language) and match
with the acoustic information. The knowledge source is ar-
ranged in hierarchical fashion where the top layers are not fre-
quently changed. Each knowledge source is a generative model.
For searching for the optimal path a markov model is used. The
performance of this model is very low considering the accuracy.
The foundation for hidden Markov model (HMM)[3] based
ASR systems was done by Carnegie-Mellon, IBM and Bell
Labs in the 1970’s. This classic generative probablistic model
gave better performance for continuous speech recognition. In
this ASR model there are four components of modelling where
acoustic speech vectors has to undergo to get the transcriptions
for continous speech. HMM’s are statistical representations of
each basic unit of sound. Basic units can be phones, biphones,
triphones. Using triphone models worked better where it cap-
tured the transition between the phones. But, this lead to many
triphones models where searching through them increased the
complexity. Solution to this was a tied-mixture based triphone
HMM models. First each HMM model is trained using Gaus-
sian mixture model (GMM) then the system extracts the fea-
tures from the unknown speech utterances and match this acous-
tic vector sequence to the few of most probable source text. De-
coding component uses the pronunciation dictionary and lan-
guage model to choose the most probable sequence which is

the transcription for given unknown speech signal. Pronuncia-
tion dictionary is a look-up table where it maps each word to a
sequence of phonemes. The classic language model which al-
ways worked well is the N-gram model. There were few other
challenges which were not solved such as speaker adaption, en-
vironmental robustness,spontaneous speech recognition.
As the trend of recurrent neural network for sequential inputs a
new model which used HMM-RNN [4] based acoustic model.
This requires some preprocessing of acoustic speech vectors
(segmenting) and post processing of results (to get back contin-
uous transcripts). There are few other approaches where each
component in generative model is replaced by a neural nerwork
and trained independently. But, the errors in one of the compo-
nent may not work well with others.
This lead a way towards end-to-end models for speech recogni-
tion using deep neural networks. Connectionist Temporal Clas-
sification (CTC) [5][6] is one of the method used for directly
mapping acoustic speech vectors to phonetic sequences. This
method takes a feature vector sequence as input to RNN and
output layer uses softmax distribution to give the probability of
each phone in pronunciation dictionary. There are certain rules
imposed on transition such as a transition can be to itself or to
a blank. Once a sequence of transition path is obtained, the
dynamic programming techniques are used to find final output
transcription. RNN transducers [7] combines CTC with RNN to
predict the next phone given present phone. This gave state-of-
art performance in continuous speech recognition when neural
network is trained heavily.

3. Existing Challeges
There are few still existing challenges in ASR systems.

• Enormous amount of speech data is available in the inter-
net from which neural network can be trained, however
manual labelling of such poorly labelled data is an im-
possible or very costly task.

• Spontaneous speech varies from the speech which is
used for training and testing the models. Spontaneous
speech has many variations such as noise variations,
code switching and mixing.

• Speech recognition of slurred speech is a still existing
problem. Slurred speech occurs either by neural damage
or damage to articulatories.

• These models are task dependent which purely depends
on the data used for training. Any unknown or new data
to train data during testing might not give better per-
formance as the present system does for task dependent
models.



4. Future Plans
The first challenge can be explored by using better unsupervised
methods which can work inpar with the currect models which
will have tremondous amounts of data. Next three problems can
be solved by training the models by collecting the data from
natural environments rather than controlled situations and also
collecting it from various types of sources.
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